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FREE FRENCH PRAISE R.A.F.

From the Free French forces beleaguered around Bir Hakeim came this

message last evening to Air Vice Marshal A. Coningham, Air Officer

Commanding Royal Air Force Western Desert, "Bravo,merci pour la R.A.F.".

It was in acknowledgment of the unremitting aid given in the past

two days to the Free French who, invested by strong mobile units of Axis

forces, have fought back magnificently*

Today the A.O.C. sent the following reply to the message from the

Free French: "Bravo vous merci pour le sport".

And that about expresses the attitude of the pilots who went to the
assistance of the Free French, and to quote one of them, "had a damned good
field day., we thoroughly enjoyed ourselves#"

The Free French have earned universal praise for the stand they made

against the enemy in the early stages of the Axis offensive, when they destroyed

more than forty enemy tanks* When this week the Italians, strengthened by

German tank units, launched a strong assault against Bir Hakeim, a large number

of the R.A.F. fighters and fighter-bombers were turned on to relieve the pressure*

For the next two days the R.A.F. ‘adopted* the Free French* Sortie after sortie

went out to blast gaps in the enemy armoured car and transport concentrations.

In these attacks scores of enemy vehicles were destroyed or damaged, and their

supplies suffered with them. Sortie after sortie went out during these two dys

to smash the enemy Stuka attacks on the Free French defences of the position.

In all, thirteen dive bombers and three filters were definitely destroyed* Of

five pilots missing from the first combat, "four returned yesterday. Three pilots

are missing from the second engagement# The R.A.F. help at Bir Hakeim was timely

and effective. Although the enemy is still pressing the position his assaults are

being successfully repulsed.


